Abstract-This paper describes a methodology to use human error probabilities (HEPs) as a basis for selecting functional process units in the design phase. The method helps to understand the influence of human error (HE) on functional robustness of the units in earlier design phases, e.g., at the functional analysis level. This methodology can be used to detect the need for human operator support.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Introduction
H UMAN error (HE) is extremely commonplace, with almost everyone committing at least some errors every day [1] , [2] . Most errors are recoverable having no or relatively small impact on our lives. However, in complex systems this may not be the case. It is very important to design a system that is robust to human errors under all circumstances.
The increase in complexity of industrial processes makes the design of large industrial systems more difficult [3] , [4] . In addition, little is known about the details of the system during the first phases of the design process; e.g., the human-machine interface (HUMIF) [5] - [8] will not be known in this phase and little information will be available about the human operational actions, e.g., reading of data and execution of the procedures. Guidelines to design procedures with the human execution error in mind have been generated [9] . Nevertheless, a human reliability study [2] can only be performed at the detailed design phase and not at the global design phase. We will present a method to predict human error probabilities (HEPs) (PREHEP) in earlier design phases based on assumptions about the actions during alarm handling of process units.
B. Methodology
Elementary modules, further called functional process units (FPUs), with their HEP will be identified. An FPU covers a part of the process and performs one of many functions, which are necessary to accomplish the overall goal of the system. Some examples of the FPUs are fluid storage unit, steam supply unit, heat supply unit, cooling unit, and pressure unit.
In this paper, only mechanical failures MFs of components in an FPU are considered. We assume that the error probabilities of the human actions may be obtained using the technique for human error rate prediction (THERP)-handbook of Swain and Guttmann [10] . Although some of the values are derived for nuclear systems and not for the process industry. the following steps of the methodology have been defined ( Fig. 1): 1) functional process unit analysis; 2) generate alternative configurations; 3) perform human reliability assessment, i.e., determine a) tasks; b) top event(s); c) initiating events; d) operator-action event tree; e) human operator diagnosis diagram. 4) HEP for an FPU.
C. Closer Look at PREHEP
The steps of the methodology are briefly described in the following paragraphs.
1) Functional Process Unit Analysis:
In this step, FPUs will be identified. These units perform a lower level function such as controlling the temperature. Definition of the physical boundary of a FPU is an important issue here and includes the definition of input, output signals, and disturbances.
2) Generate Alternative Configurations: For each FPU, different configurations with increasing complexity will be generated. Environmental, safety, and reliability demands affect the choice for specific components. The complexity of the FPUs is affected by the use of different configurations and by the type of components used. For instance, the choice of a pump driven by a steam turbine instead of a motor-driven pump will affect the complexity. We assumed that for all configurations a minimal number of alarms points, controls, and indicators (HUMIF) will be designed.
The definition of complexity for the configurations is important. A good definition of system complexity doesn't really exist [4]. Since we are concentrating on the control room operator actions, it is better to focus on the task complexity which is associated with the task demand load (TDL) [11] - [13] . The TDL is inherent to the task associated with the procedure and is independent on the human performance. The HUMIF has a strong influence on the TDL [13] and is part of the operator's internal representation [14] .
The task complexity (during fault diagnosis) will be used as a measure for the complexity of a configuration and is based on the maximum number of consecutive alarms that may be triggered after an initiating event occurs. Consider the case of two pumps where one pump is enough to fulfill the goal. When a pump stops, another pump may take over, causing maybe only one alarm. In case, only one pump is designed, more alarms due to the absence of a flow may be generated, e.g., a high alarm on a level indicator before the pump. Thus, the TDL is higher and the system is more complex according to our definition.The more consecutive alarm points, the more complex a system will be.
3) Human Reliability Assessment [2] : In summary, the following has to be determined. a) Tasks: The definition of the operator tasks for each configuration will be identified. b) Top event(s): The determination of the most important top events for the FPUs. These are the events with a high impact on safety or production. c) Initiating events: The identification of initiating events.
Each FPU may have several initiating events leading to the same top event. For each top event, a fault tree is developed to determine the initiating events (top-down approach). These events can have their origin within an FPU or outside a unit. The latter category can be considered as disturbances. d) Operator-action event tree (OAET) [2] : Derivation of operator action event trees for the initiating events caused by a mechanical failure (MF) of one of the components of a FPU. System dynamics determine the time between each alarm and thus the possibility of the operator to react to one or more alarms at the time. The system dynamics are not known in the design phase and are not taken into account. In addition, the event dynamics itself are not known, e.g., a defected pump may stop completely or may continue at a low rotation speed. Consequently, all the alarms and the reactions in the event tree are considered separately regardless of their dynamics. The OAETs will be derived only with the information available for a FPU, because the contents of the process before or after a FPU are not known. e) Human operator diagnosis diagram: Development of diagnosis diagrams to describe the fault diagnosis. The diagnosis diagrams are used to find the initiating event that caused the event.
4) HEP for a Top Event of a Configuration:
Calculation of the HEP for a top event by inserting the HEPs (obtained with THERP) into the event and fault trees. A mechanical failure probability of one is assumed for all the initiating mechanical failures in this step.
II. FUNCTIONAL PROCESS UNITS
A. Step 1: Functional Unit Analysis
In this step, two FPUs (a fluid storage unit and a heat exchange unit) will be identified. The selected fluid storage unit consists of a tank, a pump, and a control valve after the tank. This FPU is further referred to as a fluid storage unit (FSU). The process before the FSU determines the inflow, which can be considered as a disturbance. The heat exchange unit uses a steam heat exchanger to warm up the process fluid (PF). The steam flow is controllable. This FPU is further referred to as HEU: heat exchange unit. The flow rate and temperature of the PF act as a disturbance.
B. Step 2: Generate Alternative Configurations
For two different task complexity levels, distinct configurations will be determined. The difference in complexity of the fluid storage unit is caused by the selection of alternative parts due to the volume and the more hazardous liquid that has to be pumped in case the more complex configuration is considered. The difference between the configurations for the heat exchange unit is smaller. There are only two different solutions for almost the same number of components.
The following notation (ISO 3511 [15] ) in the piping and instrumentation (P&I) diagrams is used for a measured property. F: flow; L: level; P: pressure; S: speed; T: temperature; G: position. For an instrument function the following notation is used. I: indicating; C: controlling; A: alarming.
1) FSU:
The P&I diagrams are presented for two different task complexity levels of the FSU. Fig. 2(a) ] presents the FSU for the low task complexity. It consists of a tank, a not controllable pump, a control valve and a level controller. The liquid could be water or another substance (not volatile).
b) Task complexity high: Here again the level control consists of a tank and a pump [ Fig. 2(b) ]. In this case, we assume that the system is filled with a hazardous liquid. In addition, we assume a larger flow. This requires a variable speed driven pump instead of a discharge throttling of the pump [16] . Generally, a pump with a steam turbine will be used. The control valve in this case is used to control the steam flow to the turbine. Furthermore, a pressure-shield around the pump has been added to prevent the escape of the process fluid. Because of the possibility of more consecutive alarms, the task complexity is slightly higher.
2) HEU: The P&I diagrams are presented for two different task complexity levels of the HEU. a) Task complexity low: The P&I diagram for the HEU with low task complexity is depicted in Fig. 2(c) . The rise in temperature of the process fluid is accomplished with a steam heat exchanger. The temperature is feedback controlled using the steam valve in the steam supply. After the heat exchanger, a steam trap to condense the steam (this could also be a liquid level controller) can be added into the design.
b) Task complexity high: This configuration differs slightly from the low complexity HEU [ Fig. 2(d) ]. The condensation will be done in the heat exchanger. The temperature control is done by cascade control where the temperature control affects the (water) level controller. A fluid valve is used in the outflow of the exchanger to control the level in the heat exchanger. Because of the possibility of more consecutive alarms, the complexity is slightly higher than the previous example.
III. STEP 3: PERFORM HUMAN RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
A. Step 3i: Task Analysis
The hierarchical task analysis (HTA) [2] for an FPU consists of 1) start up (bring plant to operational state), 2) maintain normal operation, and 3) shut down (bring plant to nonoperational state). The task "maintain normal operation" implicates the maintaining of the level of the tank for the FSU and maintaining the temperature for the HEU. Due to the limited nature of this paper, only the task "maintain normal operation" will be considered. This task is split into two subtasks: "monitor system" and "fault detection and diagnosis." We assume that the operator executes these tasks by following procedures. Hence, the task performance is rule-based instead of knowledge-based [17] .
1) Monitoring Tasks:
The monitoring tasks for the low and high complexity configurations are summarized in Table I .
The HEU has a common task for both configurations [ Fig. 2 addition, for the high task complexity configuration, the task "monitor the level in the heat exchanger" in the heat exchanger gives an extra indirect indication about the capacity of the exchanger. Thus, the task "detecting a reduced capacity" may be easier for that configuration.
2) Fault Detection and Fault Diagnosis Tasks:
The fault (alarm) detecting tasks for the low and high complexity configurations are summarized in Table II . The fault diagnosis tasks will be treated in Sections III-D and III-E.
B. Step 3ii: Identification of Top Event(s)
Identification of top events can be done using several criteria with respect to safety, quality, or reliability. For the FSU several top events can be identified, such as 1) an overflow of the tank; 2) pump dry; 3) empty tank (resulting in pump dry); 4) no outflow. Note that if the level in the tank is not normal, all these four top events may occur. In this paper, only the top event of an "overflow of the tank" will be considered. The selected top event for the HEU is "a nonnormal output temperature."
C. Step 3iii: Identification of Initiating Events
Initiating events caused by mechanical failure of the components are derived for each top event using a fault tree. Initiating events due to so-called latent HEs, e.g., maintenance errors, are not considered. Other component failures, such as "fluid pipe rupture," will not be considered in this paper. Such initiating events can be added when necessary. Fig. 3 displays the fault tree for the low complexity FSU and Fig. 4 for the high complexity FSU. We assume that for the high complexity FSU the pump will be stopped automatically (by the anti leak safety system) if the pressure in the shield around the pump becomes too high or too low. Fig. 5 displays the fault tree for the HEU for both low and high complexity. In Figs. 3-5, the initiating events caused by components outside a FPU are displayed with dashed lines. They will not be treated further here.
The term device " " "not working" in the figures refers to a mechanical failure (device " " "defect") or to a human operator error. Table III shows the initiating events and the associated mechanical failures.
The event trees are the same for an initiating event "valve position not normal" but the fault diagnosis will be different for each of the defect components initiating an event tree. This is treated in the next step of the methodology.
D. Step 3iv: Operator-Action Event Trees
The operator action event tree (OAET) describes the consecutive actions or lack of actions taken by the operator. Each operator action consists of detection followed by a fault diagnosis. This set of actions is referred to as phases.
We assume that the operator performs the actions mentioned in the OAET alone without support system and that there are no false alarms, i.e., an alarm always implies a failure of a component. We assume that a component fails in the worst possible manner. Furthermore, only the initiating events caused by a failure of the components of a FPU are used to derive an OAET. The initiating events that will be used are shown in Table III The OAET of the initiating event "pump defect" has three phases ( Fig. 7) . After not detecting the first alarm or after an unsuccessful fault diagnosis in phase A, the operator may detect a second alarm in phase B. If the operator performs a successful fault diagnosis in phase B, full recovery of the situation occurs. If the operator does not detect the second alarm or performs the fault diagnosis unsuccessfully in phase B, then a recovery path in phase C exists. This pattern of phases is applied in all the event trees.
b) Task complexity high: The event trees for the high complexity FSU are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9. The event trees are initiated by two different initiating events: "steam valve position not normal" and "pressure valve position not normal." We assume that the pump will be stopped by the "anti-leak safety system" if the pressure in the shield around the pump becomes too low or too high. The human operator can detect this only by an alarm indicating a low rotation of the pump.
2) Event Trees for the HEU:
The first phase in the event trees for the initiating event "heat exchanger capacity decreasing" is different. The detection part of this phase consists now of a monitoring task instead of an alarm detection task. Note that if in the position of the valve drifts to its maximum a decrease of capacity is implicitly indicated. a) Task complexity low: The event trees for the low complexity HEU are depicted in Figs. 10 and 11. The initiating events are "steam valve position not normal" and "heat exchanger capacity decreasing." b) Task complexity high: Figs. 12 and 13 present the event trees for the initiating events "liquid valve position not normal" and "heat exchanger capacity decreasing" of the high complexity HEU.
The OAETs show that for some initiating events (mostly in the high complexity configuration) the possibility exists to avert its effect on the FPUs performance. This indicates some degree of robustness. Smaller and simpler FPUs will not exibit such robustness such as, the low complexity FSU. Causal relations between events may improve the robustness of the FPU.
3) HEs for the Nodal Points: The operator can make several time independent errors while performing the task "human operator detects an alarm low (or high)" (indicated by the detection error probability DEP1 to DEP4 in all the event trees in Figs. 6-13).
1) Missing an alarm due to inattention or the assumption of a false alarm. 2) Selecting the wrong mimic on the HUMIF.
3) Detecting wrong alarm high (or low) instead of low (or high). The HEU has a common task: detection of a decrease in capacity of the heat exchanger. This task is done in the low complexity configuration by performing the task "monitor the valve position." The human errors associated with the task "human operator detects valve position to maximum" (Fig. 11 : detection error probability DEP5) are as follows.
1) Monitoring of the position of the valve not performed.
2) Selecting wrong mimic and thus thinking it is of different equipment. 3) Dynamic check reading error, human operator does not detect a trend in the value. The decrease in capacity of the heat exchanger is in the high complexity configuration also detected by performing the task "monitor the valve position." In this configuration, there is an additional task "monitor the level in the heat exchanger" to detect the decrease in capacity. The errors for the task "human operator detects valve position at maximum and level at minimum" (Fig. 13 : detection error probability DEP6) consist of the same list as above, and consist of the additional errors for the task "human operator detects level in heat exchanger at minimum." 1) Monitoring of the level in the heat exchanger not performed. 2) Selecting wrong mimic and thus thinking it is of different equipment. 3) Dynamic check reading error, human operator does not detect a trend in the value.
E. Step 3v: Human Operator Diagnosis Diagrams
After the human operator detects an alarm, several steps will be followed to diagnose the event. These steps are part of an (assumed) procedure and are described in the diagnosis diagrams. The diagnosis diagrams for the low and high complexity configurations of the FSU are displayed in Figs. 14 and 15. The diagnosis diagrams for the low and high configurations of the HEU are displayed in Figs. 16 and 17 . The triangular tags labeled " " in the diagnosis diagrams refer to Fig. 18 .
Although an operator, after detecting an alarm, would first start with checking the indicator associated with the detected alarm, we assume that the operator always starts at the top of the diagnosis diagram after detecting an alarm. The advantage of this approach is that in every phase and event tree the same diagnosis diagram can be applied to derive the HEP for the fault diagnosis. The disadvantage is that the basic human error probabilities (BHEPs) may be too big because of the summing up of the probabilities due to the "OR" functions in the diagnosis diagrams.
The status of a component checked by an operator is dependent on the time passed after the initiating event happened. Thus, the text at a decision point of the diagnosis diagrams refers to a trend or a threshold for a component or process state variable. This is demonstrated in an example for the initiating event "pump defect" for the low complexity configuration FSU (Fig. 6 ) using Table IV. Table IV displays the decision points of Fig. 14, with the text for the success paths, i.e., a correct fault diagnosis.
Phase A: The human operator detects the alarm "pump low" and starts the fault diagnosis (Fig. 14 at the top) . The success path through the diagnosis diagram to detect that the pump is defective (Table IV). 1) "Check level tank": The operator detects a not normal value and decides that the level is "rising" in the decision point. 2) "Check output flow": The operator detects a not normal value and decides that the output flow is "dropping" in the decision point. 3) "Check pump rotation": The operator detects a too low value and decides that the pump rotation is "too low, alarm low" in the decision point.
Phase B: The operator detects the alarm "output flow low." The operator starts again with the fault diagnosis (Fig. 14 at the  top) . Only point 2) is different in this phase; the operator "checks the output flow" and detects a too low value and decides that the output flow is "too low, alarm low" in the decision point.
Phase C: The operator detects the alarm "level tank high." The operator detects now a too high value (alarm high) for the "level in the tank" for point 1) as shown in Table IV . The check errors CE1 to CE3 in the diagnosis diagrams are the probabilities of a human operator making an error while checking an indicator. These probabilities consist of more than one HE. The HEs for an operator performing the task "check the status of an indicator" (CE1) are 1) selecting wrong mimic and 2) check reading error.
The human errors for an operator performing the task "check the status of indicator 1 and 2" (CE2) are as folows: 1) first indicator: selecting wrong mimic; 2) first indicator: check reading error; 3) second indicator: selecting wrong mimic; 4) second indicator: check reading error.
The human errors for an operator performing the task "check the history status of an indicator" (CE3) are 1) selecting (history) wrong mimic and 2) dynamic check reading error, human operator does not detect a trend in the value. At decision points in the diagnosis diagrams, the operator may select the wrong branch. The associated error probabilities are not depicted in the diagnosis diagrams.
IV. STEP 4: BHEP FOR A FPU
The BHEPs for the event and diagnosis diagrams will be determined. We assume that the required time for the operators to perform fault diagnosis is 30 min. This is what is often used for a nuclear power plant (NPP). In the process industry there is not such time defined. The situation where the operator has 30 min to perform a fault diagnosis simulates a normal condition. The minimum time within which we assume a human operator has to perform a fault diagnosis is set to 5 min and represents a situation under stress. The BHEP will be determined for both conditions. Fig. 18 . Diagnosis diagram to decide between a defect controller or measurement device; low task complexity HEU has one alarm point; high task complexity HEU has two alarm points; low task complexity FSU has three alarm points; and high task complexity FSU has four alarm points. The handbook by Swain and Guttmann [10] is used to obtain the BHEPs. Table VIII summarizes the BHEPs and the error factors (EFs). The BHEPs will be explained here using references to the technique for human error rate prediction (THERP) [10] tables and items within brackets .
a) The probability of the HE "missing an alarm" with sound is, according to the handbook, almost negligible [THERP Table 20 -23 item (4) ]. This value takes into account the perception, acknowledge of the alarm, decision as to what action is appropriate, and initiation of that action. The error of an operator assuming the alarm is a false alarm is included in these values. It is more likely that a busy operator does not detect a consecutive alarm after detecting the first one. The BHEPs are different for the detection of consecutive alarms. The probabilities of THERP Table 20-23 are for alarms "closely in time," meaning within seconds or within a time period such that the operator perceives them as a group. This is not always the case in the event trees considered here. If the time between alarms is large, they may be considered individually, thus resulting in a lower BHEP. b) The HE "selecting wrong mimic" is obtained from THERP Table 20-9. Item one, selecting wrong display when it is dissimilar to adjacent displays, is not used here, because it is assumed that the FPUs will be used more than once in the HUMIF. Thus, the selected items are selecting wrong display from similar-appearing displays with clearly drawn mimic lines [item (2)] and 2) selecting wrong display from well-delineated function groups on the MMI [item (3)]. c) The HE "detecting a wrong alarm: low (high) instead of high (low)" is not described in the handbook. Instead, the error of commission "wrong letters recorded" of THERP Table 20 -10 item (9) will be used, because the text in the alarm list is or . d) The HE of not "monitoring the position of a valve" or not "monitoring the level in the heat exchanger" is very small, because the decrease in capacity of a heat exchanger is very slow. THERP uses 0.0001 for a very small HEP. e) The BHEP of check reading a display can be found in THERP Table 20 -11. Each of the items (1)- (6) of THERP Table 20 -11 is used, because these items can all be found in the process industry. f) The BHEP of "dynamic check reading" is obtained from two THERP Tables, 20- Table 20 -16 item 3). g) The HE "selecting a wrong branch at a decision point of a diagnosis diagram" is not described in the handbook. It is likely that the probability of selecting a wrong branch is less with the aid of an alarm. To obtain the BHEP, dynamic reading of the low or high ( or ) alarm will be used (THERP Table 20 -10 item 9) assuming a skilled operator (THERP Table 20 (4)] assuming a skilled operator with more stress, because of the more difficult decision. For the normal condition where the operator has 30 min to perform a fault diagnosis the BHEPs in Table V will be applied. In the case of stress (5 min to perform a fault diagnosis), the BHEPs will be modified by a factor five (THERP Table 20-16  items 5 and 6 ). This modification is not done for the HEs associated with the task "detection of a decrease in capacity of the heat exchanger," because the decrease in capacity is very slow. Thus, the BHEPs of these errors are taken the same (the BHEPs of Table VI) for both conditions (5 and 30 min). Table VI shows the BHEP of the initiating events and the BHEP of the top events of the FSU and HEU assuming a mechanical failure probability equal to 1. This makes a comparison possible between the BHEP of the top events. Note that the BHEPs are calculated by using the median of the HEPs for all the steps.
V. DISCUSSION
A. General Discussion of the Methodology
The configurations of the FPUs that were taken as examples are realistic and are obtained from our industrial partners. We focussed on two different levels of complexity for a FPU. The complexity was defined using the maximum number of consecutive alarm points after an initiating event. Note that, using this definition, an increase in the number of components does not always imply an increase in the task complexity.
The function of a FPU and the criteria with respect to safety, reliability, and product quality determine the choice of the top event. For instance, the FSU in our example performs a buffering function. Thus, the top event is "overflow of tank" (safety and reliability criteria). The top event would be different for a FSU that provides cooling water: "no outflow" (safety and reliability criteria). The top event of the HEU is a "nonnormal temperature of the output" (safety and quality criteria). In case the unit is used for direct heating, the top event would be "absence of fluid" (reliability and quality criteria), which can result in damage to the heat exchanger (safety criteria).
The initiating events can be due to human or system failure. The human related initiating events, e.g., an error of commission, require a detailed knowledge of the whole process and the working conditions, which are not known at the early design phases. In this survey only mechanical failures are considered. In addition, the initiating events that are due to damage of the components, like a ruptured pipe or a defect nonreturn valve, are not treated in this paper but can be added to the fault trees.
The event trees that we developed are more comprehensive than normal in a HRA, because for every alarm that the operator does not detect, a possible recovery path exists. Such recovery paths are realistic for operators in control rooms. For instance, it is possible that an operator conceives, due to a second alarm, that the first fault diagnosis was incorrect. This is only realistic for a small number of alarms as indicated in THERP Table 20 -23 by the reduced probabilities for recovery after detecting a consecutive alarm.
Diagnosis diagrams represent the designed operating procedures and are used to determine the probability for not achieving the top goal in a FPU. The flow charts only include two options at each decision block. In reality, one may find more bifurcations. Furthermore, the procedures are symptom-based which enables the operator to act in a developing event according to the symptoms that are present [2] .
Each phase in the OAET models the human operator functions: detection, check, and diagnose. The latter two are explicit in the diagnosis diagrams. It should be noted that the other cognitive functions [17] (planning, execution) are not included in our method. Hence, HEPs associated with execution errors are not considered.
We assumed that the operator always starts at the top of the diagnosis diagram after detecting an alarm. Another approach could be to start at the "check box" that belongs to the detected alarm. This does not make a difference, because the order of the boxes in the diagnosis diagrams is interchangeable (or-functions). A refinement can be done in the diagnosis diagrams 1) starting at the top of the diagram for an alarm point on a "process variable" (indirect alarm) and 2) starting at the check box associated with the detected alarm for an alarm point on a "component" (direct alarm).
In reality, it is likely that an operator only checks the indicator associated with an alarm point on a "component" (direct alarm). Thus starting at the top of the diagnosis diagram is, for such cases, not realistic. For example, the pump in the low complexity FSU [ Fig. 2(a) ] has a direct alarm point. If the operator detects the pump alarm, the operator checks the rotation indicator of the pump and concludes that the pump is defective without checking the indicator of the outflow and the level in the tank. The operator must check other indicators, in case of an alarm point on a "process variable" [indirect alarm: e.g., alarm outflow, Fig. 2(a) ], to perform a successful fault diagnosis, because there are more components that can cause this disturbance.
It is possible that the operator selects a wrong procedure (diagnosis diagram) while performing a fault diagnosis. This is not taken into account, because there is a high probability of recovery. There is also the probability that the operator performs an error: namely skipping a procedure step (diagnosis diagram step). This is a very small error (BHEP ) according to THERP Table 20-7 item (1) and has not been taken into account in this paper. In addition, it is assumed that the HE of "not contacting the field operator" is zero. Following emergency operating procedures are considered in more detail by Macwan et al. [18] .
THERP suggests a much higher BHEP for a human operator performing fault diagnosis under stress (5 min) than was obtained using the diagnosis diagrams (Table VII) . This can be explained as follows. First, the modifying factor of five, that we assumed to obtain a situation with stress, could be too small. Second, and more likely, the diagnosis diagrams are dependent on the complexity of the system. The configurations in this paper are small (unlike THERP) and thus one can expect a smaller BHEP for fault diagnosis under stress. For instance, in case of the normal condition (30 min), the operator has enough time to perform a successful fault diagnosis for a small as well as for a more complex system. Thus, the BHEP will be the same for both systems. This is not the case for the condition under stress (5 min). The probability for the operator to make an error will be higher for the higher complexity system than with a small system (with only 5 min to perform a fault diagnosis).
The BHEP obtained from THERP should be corrected for low task complexity systems by applying a performance shaping factor (PSF). Thus, the diagnosis diagrams are a good approach to determine the BHEP of fault diagnosis.
It is impossible to assess the effect of all the PSFs at the early design phase considered in this paper because the HUMIF is not yet defined at that phase. However, some of the PSFs can be determined.
1) The factor "training" (internal PSFs) is omitted, because we assume that the operator is skilled and well trained.
2) The influence of the factor "stress" (stressor PSFs) on the control room operator is taken into account by assuming a higher stress level for the condition that there are only 5 min available to perform a fault diagnosis.
3) The influence of "task load" (stressor PSFs) is already taken into account in this methodology by using the diagnosis diagrams. Various levels of detail can be identified during a design process. The methodology PREHEP can be implemented on the function level where standardized FPUs are used. The designer can than use the methodology to select equipment which accomplishes an acceptable probability for the top event. Alternatively, the designer can decide if human operator support systems are necessary. A question arises if the implementation of this methodology is possible on the goal level. The goals can be too global. For a large plant such as a nuclear power plant this will be the case for all the goal levels, top goal, goal, and subgoal level [19] . Decomposition into subgoals reveals the critical functions. For instance, a subgoal like "control level under various normal conditions" consists of many critical functions, like control nuclear power, neutron flux distribution, turbine generator system, etc. Such critical function groups are essentially the same as the FPUs addressed in this paper. Thus, the implementation of this methodology is only possible in the design phase where the functions are defined.
In order to perform a field system reliability study the only remaining problem on the functional level is the unknown mechanical failure probability of the equipment. If the equipment is selected, then the associated mechanical failure probabilities are known. Before this step, it is only possible to work with estimated mechanical failure probabilities.
B. Discussion of the Results
It was found (Table VI) that the BHEP decreases with increasing task complexity which is, for the examples we choose, proportional to the number of alarm points in a configuration (Fig. 19) . Fig. 19 shows the normal condition (lower curve: 30 min to perform fault diagnosis) and the condition under stress (upper curve: 5 min to perform fault diagnosis). As previously stated we assumed the maximum number of consecutive alarm points as a measure for the task complexity. Thus, the BHEP decreases with an increasing task complexity. In the higher complexity FPUs, the operator has more recovery opportunities since more information is available, e.g., in the form of alarms. This is shown in Fig. 19 , the BHEPs of a top event for the condition under stress (5 min) decreases from a very high (unacceptable) BHEP to a more acceptable one. The BHEP of the normal situation (30 min) decreases from an acceptable BHEP to a very small BHEP. This can be explained as follows.
A configuration with only one alarm point has a higher failure probability than a configuration with four alarm points. A decrease of the BHEP for a FPU with a high task complexity is the result of the following.
1) The number of initiating events for a top event increases with increasing system complexity. Since, an increase in system complexity is associated with an increase in task complexity. 2) The probability to miss an alarm decreases for consecutive alarms that are well separated in time due to THERP Table 20-23. 3) The probability of an unsuccessful or wrong fault diagnosis decreases for every phase of the event trees due to more extensive diagnosis (see diagnosis diagram in Fig. 17 ). The event trees are affected by the last two points as follows. The probability of detecting the first alarm does not change, but the probability of an unsuccessful fault diagnosis decreases. Thus, the BHEP of success in the first phase in the event tree of a high complex system decreases. The probability that the operator misses the second alarm during later phases increases when a high number of alarms occur closely in time (THERP Table  20 -23). The THERP Table 20 -23 provides a value of 0.25 for ten or more alarms closely in time and a factor 0.001 for alarms that occur isolated. It is well known that in today's control rooms much more than ten alarms are generated during abnormal situations. Thus, the value given by THERP may be too low for high numbers of alarms and the fact that such conditions occur under stress. The BHEP for fault diagnosis also increases at later phases of the event tree because of point 3) shown above. Thus, it is plausible that the BHEP associated with an initiating event will increase with the number of alarm points. Hence, the findings summarized in Fig. 19 and the above rationale suggests that there exist a minimum BHEP for a certain number of alarm points.
The outcome in some event trees consists of "success, no disturbance in the output" and "success, disturbance in the output." For example, the high complexity FSU (Fig. 9) . If the operator detects a not normal pressure in the shield around the pump in time, then a disturbance in the outflow can be prevented. It is striking that the BHEP of the outcome "success, no disturbance in the output" becomes smaller and the BHEP of the outcome "success, disturbance in the output" becomes larger in case of the condition under stress (Table VII) . This can be explained using Fig. 9 for a condition under stress (5 min). In the first phase, the probability to detect a "pressure alarm" decreases and the probability to perform a "correct fault diagnosis" decreases. Thus, the outcome "success, no disturbance" decreases also and the outcome "success, disturbance" increases due to the very small increase of the BHEP of the failure "overflow of tank." This effect is very realistic. For example: In case of a system with fast dynamics, more events will have taken place before the operator performs a correct fault diagnosis and ap-propriate counter actions. In the meantime, the possibility of a disturbance in the systems output will increase.
The BHEP associated with a pump failure in the low task complexity FSU is very small (Table VI) because several recovery paths can be taken. The other OAET has fewer recovery paths. In addition, the initiating event "pump defect" is the only one with a direct alarm point indicating a failure. All the other failures have an indirect alarm point indicating a failure. Thus, a low BHEP is expected for a failure with a direct alarm point.
The BHEP associated with a decrease in capacity of the heat exchanger is also very small. This is in accordance with what can be expected; well-trained operators use the valve position as an indication for the state of the heat exchanger. The BHEP of the high task complexity configuration confirms the assumption that a decrease in functional capacity of the system is easier to detect compared to the low task complexity configuration. This is due to the additional task, which is to monitor the level in the heat exchanger.
The BHEP associated with a valve failure in all the FPUs are also smaller than the BHEP associated with a defect controller or a defect measuring device. Therefore, to ascertain low overall failure probabilities in these FPUs it is necessary to have a smaller mechanical failure probability for the controller and measuring device than for the rest of the components.
C. Pros and Cons of Method
There are several pros and cons of the methodology presented in this paper. The main ones are presented and discussed in Table VIII . Further work needs to be carried out to implement the method into the design process. This can be done by implementing the method first on the functional design level. Inserting the approach as modules into computer programs for designing processes is one possibility. The feasibility of implementing the method also on a higher level has to be examined.
VI. CONCLUSION
A methodology has been presented to incorporate operator error probabilities into functional analysis of elementary process subsystems. The approach consists of determining the initiating events for a top event of a functional unit using a fault tree and then deriving the OAET for these events. The fault diagnosis in the OAET is done with the aid of a diagnosis diagram. The initiating events of the fault tree are triggered by mechanical failures. With all the mechanical failure probabilities set to one, the overall BHEP for the top event can be derived (using the outcome of the event trees).
One has to bear in mind that the probabilities can be used only as an aid for choosing equipment layout and identifying the need for redundancy. The complete process is not taken into account, because the HUMIF and the dynamics of the process are not known in the preliminary design phases. The results of the example configurations indicate the following.
1) The BHEP of a top event decreases with increasing task complexity (measure for task complexity: actions taken by the operator to detect consecutive alarm points in a configuration). In a very simple system, too few recovery paths exist due to the limited number of alarm and measuring possibilities to perform detection and diagnosis. 2) Indirect indications for component failure reduce the BHEP at higher complexity configurations due to better detection performance.
3) The BHEP associated with an alarm point directly associated with component failure is improving diagnosis performance. Conclusion 1) and Fig. 19 do not imply that the more alarm points the lower the BHEP. The HEP for missing consecutive alarms above ten are not available. It is plausible that an adverse effect of the number of alarms on the BHEP can be seen for large and fast alarm sequences. This suggests that there exist a minimum BHEP for a certain number of alarm points.
The pros and cons of the methodology are summarized in Table IX 
